Are you shipping a DOT Hazardous Material?

Is your material Radioactive or Explosive?

- **YES**: Contact EH&S if you need to ship these materials 255-8200
- **NO**: Is your material listed on the DOT Hazmat Table? [http://www.myregs.com/dotspa/](http://www.myregs.com/dotspa/) (select Hazmat Table upper left)

Is your material listed on the DOT Hazmat Table?

- **YES**: Follow instructions for DOT Excepted Quantities packaging and labeling (Excepted Quantities)

Does your material exhibit any of the following characteristics?

- **YES**: Follow instructions for DOT Excepted Quantities packaging and labeling (Excepted Quantities)
- **NO**: Does your material fall within the Materials of Trade Exemption? (Materials of Trade)

Does your material fall within the Materials of Trade Exemption?

- **YES**: Follow instructions for Materials of Trade packaging and labeling. (Materials of Trade)
- **NO**: Your material is not a DOT hazardous material and can be shipped in standard packaging per carriers instructions.

Your material is a Hazardous Material and must be shipped following the full regulations. Follow the instructions on the linked page, select the hazard of the material that your shipping. (DOT page)
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